MOVING OUT OF THE EYE OF
THE PANDEMIC STORM
Will mass evictions follow the end of the pandemic oasis?
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OASIS: a calm, pleasant place in the middle of somewhere busy and unpleasant
EYE OF THE STORM: the eye is a region of mostly calm weather at the center of a
cyclone.
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We now live in the pandemic oasis.
We are in the eye of the storm.
When Pandemic benefits end in September and rent freezes are lifted, we leave the oasis and the storm blows anew.
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LEAVING THE OASIS
A Rough Timeline of Covid-19 Benefits and Moratorium on Eviction in Ontario
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Reaching the Oasis
November
6, 2019

March 28,
2020

• Toronto Rent Bank began to offer interest-free loans for rental arrears or rental deposits for people
who are not receiving social assistance.
• The Ontario government issued an emergency order to temporarily pause the enforcement of
residential evictions.

October 1,
2020

• The Ontario Legislature passed a law to freeze rents in 2021 for residential tenants
• Above-guideline-increases are still permitted.

October 5,
2020

• Canada Recovery Sickness Benefit (CRSB)
• Canada Recovery Caregiving Benefit (CRCB)

October
12, 2020

January 13,
2021

• Canada Recovery Benefit (CRB)
• The Ontario government issued an second emergency order to temporarily pause the enforcement
of residential evictions.
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Moving Out of the Oasis
March 8,
2021

April 8, 2021

July 16, 2021

Oct. 23,
2021

Dec. 31,
2021

Jan. 2022

• The last parts of the province, Toronto, Peel and North Bay, lifted the moratorium on evictions.
• Ontario entered a state of emergency again and a moratorium on eviction is implemented.
• But landlords are still allowed to seek eviction orders.
• Ontario moved into Step Three.
•People may apply up to a total of 4 weeks of each for the following benefits between September 27, 2020 and October 23, 2021: 1)
Canada Recovery Sickness Benefit (CRSB), 2)Canada Recovery Caregiving Benefit (CRCB), and 3) Canada Recovery Benefit (CRB)

• Rent freeze (including rent-geared-to-income units and market rent units in community housing) in Ontario is scheduled to
be ended on this day.
• Landlord is can give “proper 90 days’ notice beforehand for a rent increase” that takes effect in 2022.

• Based on the Ontario Consumer Price Index (CPI), the 2022 Rent Increase Guideline on rent increases
for 2022 in Ontario is 1.2 per cent.
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A PRELUDE TO MASS EVICTIONS
Eleven elements
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Eleven Phenomena Come Together:
Will they be a prelude to mass evictions?

Financialization of Rental Markets in a time of easy money
1. Low interest rates.
2. Renovictions: large corporate rental conglomerates financializing rentals.
Increasingly Vulnerable Tenants with very low income

3. One third of private market tenants in Ontario receive ODSP or OW.
4. No increases for ODSP or OW since 2018.
A Market-Driven/Market-Friendly Policy Environment

5. Rent controls to be lifted.
6. Moratorium on evictions to be ended.
7. Large increases in rental costs expected.
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Eleven Phenomena Come Together:
Will they be a prelude to mass evictions?

Unexpected Results: new regulations and current policies that may result
in decreased housing supply
8. Multi-tenant housing ‘rooming house’ legalization in Toronto:
possible loss of rental stock and displacement of tenants.

9. Housing built for low income people is extremely short supply.
10. Inclusionary zoning is not widespread.
11. Predictions of housing price change have been spectacularly
inaccurate.
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FINANCIALIZATION OF RENTAL
PROPERTIES
Is having a roof over your head becoming a luxury?
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Financialization

• “Financialization, in its most basic terms, is then the process by which something or someone is

managed as a fund; thus a more elaborate definition would read: the increasing dominance of
financial actors, markets, practices, measurements and narratives, at various scales, resulting in
a structural transformation of economies, firms (including financial institutions),, states and
households” (Manuel Aalbers: 2016)

• For four decades, financialization has been a process of transformation in global and national

economies with profound social and spatial impacts. It refers to the growing role of finance in the
operations of capitalism such that profits are increasingly realized through financial means.
(Martine August: 2020)

• In fact, financialization can be viewed as a process to raise prices without creating new
supply.
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Financialization of Food Stores
• A food desert is an area that has limited access to affordable and nutritious food, in contrast with
an area with higher access to supermarkets or vegetable shops with fresh foods, which is called a
food oasis. (“Food Desert”, Story et al, 2008; “Food Oasis”, Washington State
Department of Health)
• This aftermath of financializing grocery stores has been taking place for decades.
• After taking over local stores, Dollar General, Dollar Tree and Family Dollar in St.
Louis blocked neighbourhoods access to healthy quality food. (MacGillis: June 29,
2020)
• Grocery stores with large parking lots have been sold off for more profitable land use
solely aimed at generating more revenue. No new grocery stores were built in their place,
creating food deserts.
• Low-income neighbourhoods in Toronto now suffer from lack of accessible grocery
providers. (Lu: June 14, 2010)
• This phenomenon occurred because grocers in low-income areas often bought (cheap)
land on which the grocery stores were built. Land was leased in higher income area. As a
result, the grocery stores in richer areas tend to remain in place.
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Real Estate Investment Trusts (REIT)
• “A real estate investment trust (REIT) is a company that owns, operates, or
finances income-generating real estate. Modeled after mutual funds, REITs pool
the capital of numerous investors. This makes it possible for individual investors to
earn dividends from real estate investments—without having to buy, manage, or
finance any properties themselves. (“REIT”, Investopedia: June 30 2020)
• Most countries’ laws on REITs entitle a real estate company to pay less in
corporation tax and capital gains tax. REITs have been criticized as enabling
speculation on housing, and reducing housing affordability, without increasing
finance for building.” (O’Sullivan: November 9, 2006)
• REITs own 10% of Canada’s apartments. This number continues to grow.
(Martine August: 2020). This practice also influenced many landlords to
emulate their practices, including small investors.
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Financialization of Rental Properties
• Financialization of rental properties often involves the conversion of
properties on the land (e.g. condos). This process has brought negative
impacts on tenants and small businesses throughout/ the US and
Canada. Tenants who fail to meet the new level of rents are often
forced out of the residence where they might have been living for
decades.
• In their bootcamp for investors who are interested in buying mobile
home sites, Rolfe and Reynolds recommended to owners that they can
remove any possible amenity that may requires maintenance or
insurance, and “pawn off” any maintenance costs onto the tenants.
They also suggest that landlords may regularly raise rent, keep it
within an acceptable frequency so that they won’t “drive out desirable
tenants”. (Kolhatkar: March 8, 2021)
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Financialization of Rental Properties
• The process of financializing rental properties is a process of legally
evicting people from their homes.
• The concept of a so-called ‘quality tenant’: a silent tenant who
tolerates their amenities being reduced while paying higher and higher
rents.
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1. Low Interest Rates
• Bank of Canada is keeping key interest rates low at 0.25% (CTV News,
March 10, 2021).
• Compared to other OECD and G20 countries, where average interest
rates are 3.6% and the median interest rate is 0.5% (Central Bank Rates,
accessed April 14, 2021), Canada is below both the average and the
median.
• Low interest rates have become the rule for more than a decade.
• Low interest rates are also predicted to be in place for a long period of
time, creating the ideal financial environment for financialization as
the cost of borrowing money is low.
• The following chart shows the low interest rates currently available in
Canada and other nations.
20
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Low Interest Rates: Impacts
On Landlords and Corporations
• Very low interest rates allow landlords and conglomerates to borrow
more money at lower rates.
• It is now much easier to buy large numbers of existing rental
properties and it is cheaper to finance renovations.
• They can also allow apartments to sit vacant while they await higher
paying tenants.
On Tenants
• As a result of the financialization of rental markets, there is a new
environment in which mass displacement of low-income tenants has
become financially possible.
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High rent-paying knowledge workers targeted by landlords
The fastest growing segment of the labour market is the highly-paid knowledge worker.
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Low Interest Rates: Impacts (Cont.)
On the Rental Markets
• An “uneven” polarization of rental properties:
• Renovated properties attract more renters from the growing professional classes who
can afford more expensive rents.
• Lower income renters are likely to cluster at the low-end of the market where affordable
rental properties are limited and continue to be less available.
• Covid-19 accelerated the transformation of many wealth renters to homeowners, , and
placed downward pressure on rents in the luxury urban buildings. While at the lower
end of the rental market, large amount of low-income tenants decided to move down the
housing ladder to save money, creating even more demands on a market that has already
been in short supply. (Rampell: March 22, 2021)
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2. ‘Renoviction’: Renovation + Eviction
• ‘Renoviction’ is the wholesale eviction of tenants on the grounds
that renovations are planned.
• “A new rental-tenure form of gentrification has emerged across the globe.
This is driven by financialization, reduced tenant protections, and declining
social-housing production, and is characterized by the replacement of poorer
renters with higher-income tenants.” (August & Walks: 2017)
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2. Renoviction: Impacts
On Landlords and Corporations
• Fueled by low interest rates and beneficial tax rules, large corporate rental
conglomerates have incentives to commodify rental properties for larger financial gain.

• The absence of rent control on unit turnover allows landlords to finance renovations on
common areas through 3% Above-Guideline Increases (AGIs), eventually make things
difficult for tenants by charging higher amount.
On Tenants

• Maintenance costs are routinely downloaded to tenants. Eventually, rental costs exceed
the capacity of low-income tenants, forcing them into financial hardship and/or
eviction.
On the Rental Market

• Commodification of housing.
• Loss of affordable rental properties.
• Large corporations become even more dominant.
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INCREASINGLY VULNERABLE
TENANTS
Nowhere to go?
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3. Thirty per cent of Ontario's private market tenants are receiving ODSP or
OW
• From the 2016 Census, the number of renter household in Ontario in non-subsidized
housing is 1,559,720 (Statistics Canada: 2017).
• As of December 2019, in Ontario, the amount of non-subsidized renters on ODSP or
OW is 467,793 (MCCSS data):
• Non-subsidized renters on ODSP: 261,179
• Non-subsidized renters on OW: 206,614
• Therefore, the estimated proportion of non-subsidized renter households with an social
assistance income is about 30% (467,793/1,559,720).
• In other words, close to one third of tenants in Ontario’s private rental market receive
ODSP or OW and have limited or no capacity to deal with rental increases.
• They are the most likely to have nowhere to live if they are ‘renovicted’.
• Rental costs outside of big cities are also increasing while the inner suburbs have few
low-cost rentals available.
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3. Thirty percent of Ontario’s private market tenants are receiving ODSP
or OW
On Landlords and Corporations
• Many landlords and corporations already want to remove tenants on
fixed income (e.g. ODSP and OW recipients) from their
accommodation.
On Tenants

• Renters will be extremely vulnerable to respond to rent increases or
evictions. Even reasonable rent increases cause hardship when
incomes do not rise.
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4. No real (above-inflation) increases for ODSP or OW since 1993/94
•

Inflation in Ontario between 1994 and
2020 was 60.66%;

•

Increases in nominal ODSP rates for
singles rose 26%, and for OW singles,
12%, in the same periods.

•

In other words, the real value of these
two social assistance programs actually
decreased.

•

Between 2018 and 2020, both ODSP and
OW decreased in real value by 3%

•

Compared to 1994:
•

•

ODSP today has decreased in real
value by 22%;
OW today has decreased in real
value by 31%
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4. No real (above-inflation) increases for ODSP or OW since 1993/94
On Landlords and Corporations
• They may view ODSP and OW recipients as ‘low-quality’ tenants
because of their inability to pay higher-than-inflation rent increase,
and in many cases, their proclivity to fight back to retain their
accommodation.
On Tenants
• With eroding fixed incomes, most social assistance tenants will find
their rents becoming more untenable over time.
On the Rental Market
• Possible mass displacement of low-income renters.
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A MARKET-DRIVEN/MARKETFRIENDLY POLICY ENVIRONMENT
A recipe for homelessness and inequality?
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5. Rent control to be lifted
• The Ontario government amended the Residential Tenancies Act in 2018,
allowing all units that are occupied after November 15, 2018 free from rent
controls. A year later, tenants are reporting double-digit increases (Ngabo:
November 22, 2019)
• Due to Covid-19, the Government of Ontario has passed legislation to freeze
rent at 2020 levels. This means that rents will not increase in 2021 for the vast
majority of rented units covered under the Residential Tenancies Act until
December 31, 2021 (Government of Ontario: March 29, 2021).
• However, current rent freeze policies for 2021 still allow above-guideline
(AGI) increases, opening a loophole for landlords to increase rent based on
reasons such as “capital repairs and security services”.
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5. Rent control to be lifted
• During the pandemic, above-guideline (AGI) increases in rents are still permitted.
• In fact, AGI applications have been rising for months following the rent freeze
legislation, and most AGI hearings are conducted in writing due to Covid-19, which
makes it even harder for tenants to fight for their rights. (Abozaid: March 22, 2021)
• The moratorium on rental increases has been eroded by growing rent increase
applications.
• In the United States, when District Judge in Tennessee ruled that extending the
eviction ban was illegal, more than 19 percent of renters in Tennessee were in
‘immediate danger’ of being evicted due to their failures of paying rent caused by
Covid-19. (O'Connell: April 8, 2021)

• We can only imagine the scale of rent increases that will occur when the pandemic is
over and governments deem the time to be right to go back to the “old normal”.
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5. Rent control to be lifted: impacts
On Landlords and Corporations

• Landlords will be able to raise rental rates on all rentals as early as the end of
2021 or the end of Covid-19, whichever comes first.
On Tenants

• Rents will be beyond their capacity.
On the Rental Market
• When government lifted the rent control in 2018, this policy was designed to
stimulate more construction of housing where shelters is in high demand.
• However, without the cap provided by rent control, we have already
witnessed drastic increases in rent which place low-income tenants in
jeopardy.
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6. Moratorium on eviction to be ended

• Currently, evictions are banned under the latest moratorium issued on April
8, 2021. There is no specific dates on when will this moratorium be lifted.
• In January 2021 when the last eviction enforcement ban was implemented,
sheriffs could not actively enforce evictions for a period of 28 days (Miller,
April 8, 2021).

• However, the moratorium only applies to enforcement, landlords are still able
to seek eviction orders, apply for virtual eviction hearings at the LTB “under
certain exceptional scenarios”.
• Presumably, large amount of tenants will be removed from their homes as
soon as the moratorium is lifted.
• In 2020 when the first eviction enforcement ban was in place, between
March 17 and August 1, there were 6,770 applications processed to evict a
tenant for nonpayment of rent. (Gibson, January 14, 2021)
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Tenants face “wave of evictions” as stay-at-home order lifts in Toronto
Eviction enforcement resumes in Toronto now that a "freeze" during the second wave
has ended

By Julia Mastroianni
Mar 8, 2021

A “freeze” on evictions enacted province-wide for the stay-at-home order and state of emergency
has ended in Toronto, Peel and North Bay.
The freeze came into effect on January 13 after the provincial government implemented a
regulation that said that the sheriff, or Court Enforcement Office, cannot enforce a Landlord and
Tenant Board (LTB) eviction order until the stay-at-home order ends.
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7. Large increases in rental costs expected

• The Residential Tenancies Act (RTA) deals with eviction and
tenants’ complaints of living environment separately, which
means that renters cannot withhold their rental payments as a
counter action towards hazardous living environment. This rule
in fact grants landlord a privileged position in this landlordtenant power relationship.

• With the financialization of rental market, more maintenance
costs will be substantially transferred to renters living in the
rental properties.
• If we maintain status quo, we will see large increases of rental
costs alongside with the renovation of rent-control-free units.
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UNEXPECTED RESULTS
New regulations and current policies may result in decreased housing supply
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8. Multi-tenant housing ‘rooming house’ legalization
• Toronto has inconsistent rules respecting multi-tenant housing (MTH, formerly known as
rooming houses). For example, Scarborough needs a growing supply of low cost housing
currently provided by illegal rooming houses.
• MTH in some form will be legalized. However, regulation will come with enforcement of fire
safety requirements in the Ontario Building Code.
• MTH operators, many of whom have generated profits from unregulated rooming houses,
may choose to sell their properties instead of converting them into regulated MTHs. This
process could attract large corporation to renovate these properties and rent them out at ever
higher rents.
• In a profit-driven, financialized rental market characterized by renovictions, legalizing MTH
without effective tenant-protection policy to counter the new rental-tenure form of
gentrification could accelerate the loss of affordable rental properties.
• In other words, legalization will increase costs, either pushing up rents, driving landlords out
of business, or making MTH investment less attractive than other investments. It will also
increase the risk of the City shutting down rooming houses. ANY of these means tenants will
lose their homes.
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9. Housing built for low income people is extremely short on supply.
• In 2019, 10.1% of Canadian population are in poverty (Statistics Canada: 2021); social
housing and affordable housing makes up 6% of total Canadian housing markets
(Housing Service Corporation).
• In Toronto, of the over 230,000 units built or approved in the last five years, only about
2% were affordable with rents at or below average market rents for the City
(Inclusionary Zoning Policy: Overview, City of Toronto).
• Although the 2021 Federal Budget proposed to devote funds into a 7-year-plan on
building more affordable housing, there is an urgent need for shelters for tenants who
are on the brink of eviction.
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Recap of 2021 Federal Budget on Housing
Affordable Housing Invest $2.5 Billion over 7 years, starting 2021-22 to the Canada Mortgage and Housing
Corporation

∙

$1.5 Billion for the Rapid Housing Initiative in 2021-22

o At least 25% dedicated to women-focused housing projects
o Add at least 4,500 new affordable units to Canada’s housing supply (+4,700 units already funded in
2020)
∙

$600 million over 7 years, starting 2021-22 to renew and expand the Affordable Housing Innovation
Fund.

o Building on existing foundation of built affordable housing units under this fund, the total of
affordable housing units built under this fund will be brought to over 30,000
∙

$315.4 million over seven years, starting in 2021-22, through the Canada Housing Benefit.

o Direct financial assistance for low-income women and children fleeing violence to help with their
rent payments
∙

$118.2 million over seven years, starting 2021-22, through the Federal Community Housing Initiative, to
support community housing providers that deliver long-term housing to many of our most vulnerable.
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Recap of 2021 Federal Budget on Housing
Reallocate $1.3 Billion, on a cash basis, in existing funding to speed up the
construction, repair, or support of 35,000 affordable housing units
∙

$750 million in funding under the National Housing Co-Investment Fund
o

∙

$250 million in funding under the National Housing Co-Investment Fund
o

∙

To accelerate the creation of 3,400 new units, and the repair of 13,700 units.
To support the 560 units of transitional housing and shelter spaces for women
and children fleeing violence.

$300 million in funding under Rental Construction Financial Initiative
o

To support the conversion of vacant commercial property into housing.

o

Target the conversion into 800 units of market-based rental housing
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Recap of 2021 Federal Budget on Housing
Access to safe and sustainable housing in the North
∙

$25 million in 2021-22 to the Government of the Northwest Territories
o Support the construction of 30 new public housing units

∙

$25 million, in 2021-22, to the Government of Nunavut
o To support the short-term housing and infrastructure needs including priority
redevelopment and refurbishment projects – approx. 100 new housing units
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10. Inclusionary zoning is not widespread.

• The City of Toronto is developing an inclusionary zoning (IZ) policy that
would require new residential developments to include affordable housing
units, creating mixed-income housing.
• The City has conducted an in-depth analysis of housing needs and
demands over the past 10 years. However, the consultation of proposed
policy directions was just conducted in 2019.
• It is also important to acknowledge the provincial role. The previous
Liberal government passed legislation that gave municipalities flexibility
to set their own policies. The Ford government created new restrictions
such as limiting IZ to “protected major transit station areas.” The city’s
plan therefore requires ministerial approval.
• Zoning policy has shaped and reinforced the infrastructure of certain
areas of the City, but also deteriorated and restricted the transformation of
others. Given that the IZ is still in early development, it is too early to
presume that IZ will be able to solve the protection of tenants.
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11. Predictions on housing prices have been spectacularly inaccurate.
• In the 2020 Housing Market Outlook, Canada Mortgage and Housing
Corporation (CMHC) predicted that the housing market would see a
historic recession in 2020 due to the pandemic, and the price would
start to recover in early 2021. (CMHC, May 27, 2020)
• But actual data shows that home sales and prices had more than
recovered from pre-pandemic levels by the end of the third quarter of
2020. (CMHC, February 25, 2021)

• It is clear that housing prices are very difficult to predict.
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WHAT’S NEXT?
Dystopia?
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WHAT’S NEXT?
• Breadlines like the 1930s?

• More shelters?
• Conversion of large auditoriums into living space for people
who cannot afford their rent?

• Conversion of parks into tent cities?
• More people living in public spaces?
• Will Toronto have favelas?

50
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WHAT CAN WE DO?
Creating a Canadian housing oasis
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WHAT CAN WE DO?
Increase affordable housing supply
• Build more subsidized housing and housing for low income people.

• Converse vacant commercial properties (e.g. hotels) into affordable housing
units.
• Ensure rooming house tenants are housed.
• Encourage innovative housing.

Raise social assistance incomes to strengthen the ability to pay rents for
vulnerable tenants in response to the rising rent increase
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WHAT CAN WE DO?
Balance the power play between landlords and tenants

• Extend rent control.
• Reinstate a rent registry.
• Freeze rent increases beyond the Covid-19 pandemic
• Scrutinize AGI applications and adopt stricter rules.
• Combine RTA hearings of tenants’ and landlords’ complaints on rent delays to
connect problems and solutions.

Restrict the financialization of housing and rental markets

• Charge capital gains tax on high profits from owner-occupied housing.
• Impose heavy fines for homeowners for keeping houses empty without cause.
• Toronto will introduce a new tax on vacant homes starting in 2022 (City of
Toronto, December 16, 2020).
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WHAT CAN WE DO?
Innovative housing (Bowes et al, 2018)

• New Models Of Living:
• micro-living, co-housing and communal living, co-live and co-work, intergenerational
living
• Alternative Construction And Design:
• sustainable design, pre-fabrication, open building, adaptive and flexible design
• Reimagined Communities:
• Alternative intensification strategies, diverse economic, demographic and multicultural
communities, mixed-use hybrids, innovative partnership, participatory design
• New Notions of Affordability
• Non-profit housing co-operative, Shared-equity housing co-operative, community land
trusts.
The following four slides show images from the innovative housing report.
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New Models of Living
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Alternative Construction and Design:
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Reimagined Communities
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New Notions of Affordability
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QUESTIONS?
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